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One of the biggest points of contention in the Victoria II fan community is whether laissez-faire 
capitalism is the worst economic policy in the game or the worst economic policy in the game and also 
you're a fucking dickbrain if you play it. Many recommend laissez-faire for first-time players because it
lets them focus on grand strategy and leave the economy on autopilot. These people, however, are 
colossal shitnuggets because laissez-faire is the worst, because learning to build an economy is the 
most important part of Victoria II, because capitalists are dickheads who will gleefully crash your 
economy to fill their opium stashes, and because laissez-faire is dumber than six dicks trying to fuck 
one asshole at the same time.

Let's start by examining capitalists: what the fuck are they? Essentially, they're a bunch of people who 
want to own the stuff that you—the state—currently own, and in return, they want to pocket the profits 
and spend them on hookers and blow. Then, to sweeten the deal, they'll set things up so the economy 
will crash unless you slash taxes on them and tax the working class into despondency to pay for the 
guns the capitalists sell you to protect their mansions and their nose drug supply with. You might think 
that not having a country to run frees them up to focus on the status of the market and make intelligent 
choices about what to produce and in what quantities, and you'd be right, but the reality is that they 
simply give no fucks. They will pursue short-term gain at the expense of the economy as a whole 
eleven times out of ten. Laying off workers when they have no other job options will sabotage your 
burgeoning industry by encouraging them to go back to farming? They don't give a fuck. Importing 
goods when domestic production can supply them instead will ruin your attempts to vertically integrate
the domestic economy, ensure stability, and compete on the world market? They don't give a fuck. 
Fighting universal healthcare tooth and nail will bolster their short-term profits at the expense of your 
country's overall fitness to work and not have a massive depression when malaria comes knocking? 
They don't give a rat's fuck in a brick fuckhouse. If all the fucks they don't give were dollars in your 
pocket, maybe you'd still have an economy. The only thing laissez-faire teaches a new player is how to 
get slamfucked in the mouth over and over and beg for more.

Let's say you're a new or prospective Victoria II player. You may have read that and thought, “well, I 
don't give a fuck either. I just want to focus on the big picture and let the AI handle boring stuff like 
factories.” That's understandable: who doesn't like having their ass wiped for them? What you need to 
understand, though, is that there is no big picture apart from the economy. What does a government do 
apart from meddle with the flow of money? Two things, basically: diplomacy and war. Fuck knows if 
you think the economy is boring, you came to kill shit. So how do you know what areas to conquer? 
How do you know what areas to defend the hardest if you don't have the luxury of just defending the 
whole damn thing? How do you know which empires have a hankering to grab your territories and 
which empires to align with out of common interests? Even if the dicknoses in your country won't let 
you build factories yourself, you still need to pay close attention to the economy. Real-life leaders can 
say whatever horseshit they want about protecting your freedom, but any fuckbrain knows the purpose 
of war is to secure territory that is strategically useful, particularly as it concerns the availability of 
resources. If you don't know to go after areas that produce opium or gold, or to switch focus if you're 
already cornering those markets, or to make sure you control a spread of resources that support a 
vertically-integrated domestic economy, you're just throwing brightly-colored uniforms around a map 
like a toddler with a Napoleon complex. Regardless of whether you meant to sign up for a finely-
detailed economy simulator, that's what you got, so harden the fuck up and don't settle for anything less
than state capitalism, at least until Karl Marx decides to write some shit about how capitalists are dicks 
and nobody needs them.



The problem with capitalism also shoots a hole in another common piece of advice that fucks new 
players over: no matter what the jackfucks on the Paradox forums tell you, don't play as the USA on 
your first run. Sure, you might think that America starting off as a Great Power with few natural 
enemies makes them a solid choice, and the amount of attention the developers lavished on the 
American Civil War encourages people to check them out, but don't be fooled—America is for pros. A 
new player can go through the motions as America, follow a mostly historical course, ride the gravy 
train to empire in the wake of Manifest Destiny, and not learn dick about fuck except some trivia about 
American history. For one, every party with a snowball's chance up my ass at election loves laissez-
faire and won't support anything more statist than interventionism. The only way to get state capitalism 
in the early game is for the Dixiecrats to take over—I hope you slobbered all the plantation owner cock
you could find and told all the immigrants to fuck off back to the old country. I'm sure that won't bite 
you in the ass later. Even in the late game, the only way you're going to sell the voters on socialism is if
you plowed all your national focuses into it, and even then, it's a long shot. Fascism probably isn't even 
on the table by 1936 unless the random number generator is riding your dick hard. New players should 
always start with a minor civ and master growth and industrialization, or at least pick an empire that 
loves state capitalism.

I know what some of you are thinking: if a new player wants to play Ron Paul America, that's cool, 
because capitalism is freedom and shit, right? To you, I offer the following rebuttals. First, you want to 
go, shitdick? I'll rip your ass a new ass. Bring it on; I'm fucking wet for it. Second, you know what Ron
Paul did in the 1930's? Yeah, that's right, a little thing called the Great Depression. You might have 
heard about it on the fucking news and shit. Laissez-faire is all fun and games until the grapes get 
pissed; then they go Dust Bowl all over your ass, and little Ruthie spills the beans on Henry Fonda's 
murder hobby. That's what's going to happen when you play with a liberal party on your first run. Shit's
going right off the rails and you're not going to have the first fucking idea why, so you'll probably 
blame it on Martians going off the gold standard or some shit. Third, if you think that's freedom, I've 
got some pyramids I need built, and it's totally your call if you want to build them, but if you don't, 
you're gonna be begging for change to buy some top ramen at the ramen bodega to cook with your own
ass sweat. Why does it matter, anyway? We're talking about a fucking video game. These rich people 
aren't even human. Rich people aren't human. Penis.

In summation and in occlusion, it is my fermented hope that in the proceeding paragraphs I have 
established that laissez-faire capitalism is the dumbest shit that any cock has fucked out of his pisshole 
in Victoria II. It is absolutely no benefit to anyone except the opium-fiending bourgeoise douchenozzles
whose sole purpose in life is to hijack the economy as a means to fueling their own hedonistic desires 
until the party is over and some fuck has to conquer more territory for them to ruin in Victoria II. The 
main purpose of government, and the most important thing for a leader to develop an understanding of 
the theory behind, is ensuring a stable, productive domestic economy that can weather fluctuations in 
supply and demand and take a hit when necessary to ensure that all its workers can live on factory 
wages so they don't go find something better to do, and the biggest obstacle to that is the motherfucking
capitalists selling people on the idea that the economy will logically do better in the hands of rich idiots
with a limptwat excuse for why every fucking economic reform will send all the jobs to the third world 
in Victoria II.


